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Abstract: 

At the end of 19th and the beginning of the 20th century, medical science progress  

contributed  pre-optimistic insights that infectious diseases are going to become a 

past,  which only the history and past heroes will remind us on (1).  In contrary, in 

21st century, infectious diseases enter into their renaissance (2, 3). It is confirmed 

by modern medical praxis and science.  Numerous proves and hypothesis indicate 

the possibility of an action of different infectious agenses in mutual 

immunopathogenetic basis of many diseases  (4-7).  They are responsible for 

restitution of chronic infections, start up of immune, autoimmune, malignant 

mechanisms of infections / co-infections. They represent huge and complex 

diagnostic, differential-diagnostic, therapeutic problems and increasing danger 

towards human health and life (8-11). 

One of the most significant characteristics of borrelia burgdorferi (bb), as a  cause 

of Lyme borreliosis (LB), is the possibility of establishment co-infectious relations 

with numerous microorganisms from transmissive arthropod zoonosis complex 

(TAZ) in natural reservoirs, vectors, human infections, as well as capability to 

reactivate numerous, latent microorganisms within infected organism, based on its 

own immunological competitiveness (12, 13, 14). 

Discovery of correlation between bb. and Helicobacter pylori (Hp), the main cause 

of chronic and malignant diseases gastrointestinal tract (GIT)  and outside GIT, 

drew the attention of many researchers in the world (15). That encouraged us, in 

2002-2017 period of time, to dedicate one segment of examination of LB towards 

detection of patients who are cases of etiologically simultaneous proven presence 

and eventually correlation of bb and Hp.  

Between 2012 and 2017, on Infective diseases Clinics in Podgorica, 406 patients 

with etiologically confirmed LB diagnosis were examined, of which 268 patients 

were detected to have simultaneous presence of Hp, too. 

Keywords:  borrelia, helicobacter, co-infections, dermatological manifestation. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Lyme borreliosis (LB) exists for thousands of years 

among mammalian population. In human pathology it is 

as old as human’s relation with animals. The oldest proof 

is the result of DNA of bb in 5300 years old mail’s 

mummy (Homo tyrolensis) in South Alps (16). 

LB is multisystematic infective disease of acute, sub-

acute and chronic flux and belongs to a group of 

transmisive arthropod zoonosis (TAZ). The cause of bb is 

gram-negative, mobile spirochete. It is transferred by a 

stitch of a tick from Ixodes species (17), although it is 

possible via other haematophagous vectors. Until now, 20 

different types of bb have been discovered, of which at 

least 8 are pathogenic for humans. The presence of 

flagella allows it an active motion and infections of 

different tissues and organs (18-26). It is categorized in 

highly invasive microorganisms (11). The proteins of 

external membrane of bb, from OspA to OspF, represent 

63% of total spirochete mass and have important role in 

its transmission into host’s cells by immunological 

processes of infections. Bb uses different strategies to 

maintain infections (27-29). Avoiding immune response 
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of the host is enabled by genetic recombinations which 

lead to the change of superficial protein VlsE, avoiding 

phagocytosis based on complement with a help of 

molecules that bond to factor H, and intro-cellular 

position of the causer (30). 

Metabolism of infected cells of the host is limited in a 

way that bb liberates energetic precursors into the host. 

Their genome codes protein transport as ABC transporter. 

Bb also codes enzymes and proteins by using the system 

of phototransferase. The characteristic genome of bb 

exists on linear chromosome of 910,725 bases, besides 

other 17 linear and circular plasmids which combine 

more than 533,000 bases. As a result of great amount of 

plasmids, and around 200 different proteins, the genetic 

organization of bb is specialized, and the causer itself is 

categorized into a group of very dangerous agenses that 

destroy immune system (31).  

Bb infection is related to wide spectrum of clinical 

manifestations (1, 2, 32), which include dermal, 

rheumatologic,   cardiovascular and other diseases of: 

spleen, muscles, eyes, liver.  It could lead to hearing 

damage and psychological disorders; transplacental 

transmission, which is proven in human population, to 

fetopathy, embryopathy, and fetal death (33). One of the 

basic characteristics of LB is a presentation with 

relatively small number of specific, and wide spectrum of 

nonspecific clinical manifestations, and because of that it 

got epithet “big imitator”. On 20% of patients the disease 

goes asymptomatic (34). LB is the world’s most frequent 

disease from TAZ group. In Europe, on an annual basis, it 

is registered in around 85000 cases, while in USA that 

number is between 1500 to 2000 cases, with endemic 

character in 15 countries in the USA (3, 35). Modern 

researches show that LB is registered more frequently in 

co-infective forms than as independent nosological entity. 

By researches on 3000 cases of chronic LB in Europe, co-

infections are proven on 50% of examinees, of which 

30% were proven multietiological basis of co-infections 

(36). 

First medical publications about some manifestations 

of LB as different diseases with an unclear etiology 

originate from Europe at the end of 19th and the 

beginning of 20th century.                                         

Modern history of LB begins in 1975 and epidemics with 

rheumatic form of LB in Lyme area (Connecticut, USA), 

by which it was named , and got its place in a group of 

“new” infective diseases. The initial researches of 

Professor Steere and his team of experts from the Yale 

University represented the beginning of large and 

intensive research work, which has provided LB a 

legitimacy of specific nosological entity from 1977. The 

common name LB was adopted in 1985 at Wien 

Congress and it obtained all clinical manifestations of this 

disease (14). 

Morphological characteristics of Helicobacter pillory 

(Hp) were described over 100 years ago by W. Javorski 

from Krakow. Isolated and cultivated in 1982 (37), it was 

considered as usual stomach bacteria, and after thirty 

years of its discovery it drew an attention of modern 

medical practice and science, because of its 

immunopathogen potential and possibility of wide 

spectrum of involvement in dangerous human infections / 

co-infections, malignant and other diseases, in or out of 

digestive tract (38). Except in gastric mucosa, it has been 

found in dental deposits, wounds in oral cavity, saliva 

and feces, various organs: skin (chronic urticaria, 

Morgellons dermatosis), Cardiovascular system (ischemic 

heart disease), hematological (anemia), immunologic 

(immune thrombocytopenia), lungs, eye, hepatobiliary 

tract (39). In CNS it can cause low intensity 

inflammation, connected to many neurodegenerative 

diseases (40). Confirmations of these discoveries are 

extremely difficult, but significant , as they could change 

diagnostic and therapy approach towards numerous 

diseases.  Today, hp is categorized among most 

significant and dangerous infective agenses (41). In 1994 

WHO proclaimed it as one of the leading carcinogen 

causer (41, 42). For now, there are 35 different species of 

Helicobacter genus known and only some of them are 

pathogenic for humans (H.pyllory, H.suis, H. 

bozozeronii, H. salomonis) (43). 

Epidemiology researches proved world population Hp 

infection , 20-50% in developed countries, and progress 

up to 80% in undeveloped and developing countries.  

Prevalence of Hp infection depends on numerous factors. 

High prevalence of Hp infection is present in children 

population, but also in population of adults. It is more 

common among persons who attended preschool or 

childcare institutions during the childhood. (44).  

While bb is transferred by tick stitch, the ways of 

transferring hp infection aren’t entirely known. It can be 

transferred by direct contact, oro-oral or fecal-oral way. 

Also with contaminated instruments (endoscopes, dental 

and other) or drinking water. What is also proved is 

vertical transfer from mother to a baby, which all 

indicates direct infection transfer. Transfer of hp from an 
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animal to a human hasn’t been proved. Hp was found in 

cats’ gizzard, but its frequency on cats’ owners in regard 

to general population hasn’t been confirmed (45). Hp has 

also been found in pigs’ gizzard and in flies’ intestine, 

which can theoretically present potential way of 

infection. 

Pathogenetic mechanisms of human hp infection are 

not entirely known. They are best examined in digestive 

tract (35, 46, 47). Most of colonized population remains 

asymptomatic for the whole life. Hp is highly adapted to 

gastric mucosa, where it colonizes mucosa and sub-

mucosa.  It is attached to gastric mucosa by numerous 

adhesive molecules: BabA, which is attached to Lewis 

antigen on the surface of mucous gizzard cells, and the 

resulting damages of gizzard mucosa develop by 

apoptosis induction, through bonding with MHC II 

molecules. The production of urease allows conversion of 

urea into ammoniac and chloride, which are directly 

cytotoxic. Ulcers usually appear in CagA (cytotoxic 

protein) and VacA (vacuolated toxin) gene expression. 

The expression of these genes is connected to increased 

induction IL-8 production, potential mediator of gastric 

inflammation. Genetic variations of a host also have a 

significant role in these processes, as polymorphism, 

which leads to high level of IL-1beta related to atrophic 

gastritis and gastric cancer. Except in gastrointestinal 

tract, hp is also a causer outside the gastrointestinal tract 

(48, 49).  

Diagnostic of bb and hp infection is difficult. Bb is 

facultative intracellular agens which can be protected , 

not only from immune system but also from antibiotics 

influence. Borrelia can change its surface antigens as they 

become unrecognizable to immune system; it is more 

often registered in multietiological co-infections than as 

independent entity. During the bb infection, cellular 

immune response (CIR) precedes to measurable humoral 

immune response (HIR). For diagnosing a disease, there 

is a significant number of serological tests available, but 

the problem is late advent of specific antibodies and their 

specificity and sensibility. False positive results (on 

patients with different diseases) and false negative results 

(premature testing, anticipatory antibiotics treatment) are 

frequent. ELISA and Indirect Immune fluorescence (IIF) 

are mostly used. Western blot (WB) based on detection of 

antibodies of 39kDa protein is considered as most 

sensitive. PCR method is used for borreli DNA detection 

(50).                            

For diagnosing hp, the most common are the tests 

which detect specific antibodies; tests of urea stench, 

using special per oral dilution, decomposes hp.  Products 

of this decomposing can be detected in patient’s breath. 

Hp proteins can also be detected in excrement (51). 

Numerous studies document the fail of standard 

antibiotic therapy on patients with LB. Previous 

uncontrolled examinations, as well as controlled placebo 

examinations, put attention on a fact that wanted results 

can’t be achieved with long lasting antibiotics therapy. 

The extended antibiotics therapy can be useful and 

justified on patients with long-lasting symptoms of LB 

and in case of co-infection with other TAZ complex 

agenses which are transferred by ticks (52).  

Speaking about Hp infections, antimicrobial therapy is 

also a problem and is rarely optimal. The efficiency of 

numerous often recommended treatment regimes is more 

and more endangered with development of antimicrobial 

resistance. By non-invasive molecular methods (in 

excrement isolates), it is possible  to estimate sensibility 

of hp on claritromycine. General rule is that we should  

prescribe therapeutic regimes that have an effect from  

>90%  to  >95%. If we can’t achieve the >90% rate of 

eradication, then we should use the most effective local 

regimes. After the treatment, you should always confirm 

the efficiency of the applied therapy. In most world’s 

regions, the regime of treatment obtains four medications, 

including PPI + three antimicrobial items (claritromycine, 

metronidazole/ tinidazole and amoxicillin), or PPI + 

bismuth + tetracycline +metronidazole, which give best 

results. Previously used therapy (PPI, amoxicillin and 

claritromycine) should be avoided, as for drastic 

resistance increase (53). 

II.  MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY 

In 2012-2017 period of time, on Infectious diseases 

Clinic in Podgorica,  406 patients with confirmed 

diagnosis LB were treated, and on 268  patients 

helicobacter pylori was simultaneously detected. For 

Etiologic confirmation of diagnosis the following 

serological methods were used: Elisa, Western blood, IIF. 

For detection DNA of bb, Hp and other co-infectious 

agenses, we used PCR method, too. According to the 

need, additional methods were used: bone marrow 

biopsy, peripheral blood smear, X-ray diagnostics, 

hematological diagnostics, Ultrasound, CT, NMR, EMG, 

EKG, Echocardiography, and other methods.  

Co-infectious forms were divided into 2 groups. In 

first group, multietiological co-infections bb+ Hp with 
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infective agenses from TAZ complex were registered on 

212 patients. In second group, bb+Hp with 

immunologically conditioned co-infections a were 

registered on 194 patients.  

III.  RESULTS 

Clinically, LB is defined as multi-systematic disease 

with small number of specific and wide range of 

nonspecific clinical manifestations. Clinical course of the 

disease over short acute phases takes characteristic slow, 

chronic, cyclic infections very early, with numerous 

remissions and exacerbations.  Clinical characteristics of 

dermal manifestations in examined patients with co-

infective participation of bb and Hp in LB are shown in 

Table 1 

 

Table 1 Frequency and characteristics of skin  manifestations in examined patients 
with coinfective participation of bb and Hp in  Lyme borreliosis                         No 268 

SYMPTOMS CASES % 

Skin manifestations   
Primo affect – Erythema migrans tipical in city (EM) 
                        Metastatic 
                        Multilocular 
                        Chronic, recurrent EM 
Generalized maculopapular exanthema / vasculitis / urticaria 
Localized  dermal exanthema 
Acrodermatitis Chronica Atrophicans (ACA) 
Lymphocytoma cutis benigna solitaria (LCB) 
Sclerotic dermal changes 
Morphea 
Malignant lymphoma of the skin 

112 
8 
6 
24 
103 
2 
3 
4 
3 
1 
2 

 

 

 

Because of difficult clinical diagnostics, WHO 

accepted Erythema Migrans (EM), the most frequent 

dermal manifestation of LB, on the spot of tick stitch for 

significant diagnostic criteria of early phase of the 

disease. It appears on 30-75% of diseased. In our series, 

EM of typical or untypical appearance has been 

registered on 150 patients. Other dermal changes were 

found on 118 patients, or , in total examined sample, skin 

changes were registered on 268 patients.  

Erythema migrans (EM) is repercussion of local 

immunological reaction on bb presence in skin, which 

isn’t able to stop dissemination of infective agens. The 

classical EM is different size, with central papule on the 

spot of tick stitch, around which pale zone is formed and 

it ends with bright red demarcation edge (Photo 1). Inside 

the pale zone, one or more demarcation lines, bullae or 

necrotic changes can appear (Photo 2). It can be 

hemorrhagic or metastatic (Photo 3). 

 

  
                           A                                                           B                                                          C 

 Photo 1: Erythema migrans with classic typical appearance (A, B, C). 
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                        A                                        B                                         C                                               D 

Photo 2: Erythema migrans: A-EM with more demarcation lines, B and C – bullous EM from the liquid of bullous change on 

patient. C- we isolated spirochete, D- necrotic changes of EM. 

 

 

 
                                                                   A                                                 B 

Photo 3: EM can be hemorrhagic-  A, or metastatic-B 

 

 

In acute stage, EM is often followed by systemic 

disorders: high temperature, headache, muscle and joint 

spain, exhaustion, flu-like syndrome. EM belongs to an 

early stage of LB,                                                                                                          

but it can last for weeks or months and can relapse (Photo 

4) 

 

 
                     A                                               B                                               C                                         D 

Photo 4: Chronic and recurrent EM, registered on 24 examinees. During the diagnostic procedure, co-infections with rickets 

anaplasmas, coxiella burnetti, bartonella henselae had been proven. With serological methods, we diagnosed presence of hp on 

25% of patients with chronic EM. Dense lymphocytic infiltrates were found in dermis. (D) 

 

 

 

Lymphocytoma cutis benigna solitaria (LCB) in 4 of our 

patients, is a manifestation of an early disseminated stage 
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of LB. It belongs to very frequent common types of cute 

B-cell pseudolymphoma.  It is usually registered on 

patients with co-infections in endemic areas of LB in 

Europe and in our country (Mediterranean area). In  USA 

it isn’t registered. It is considered to be a cause of 

b.afzelli. It represents big differentially –diagnostic 

problem from the aspect of clinical and histological 

recognition (Photo 5). 

 

 

                        A                                                      B                                                                      C 

Photo 5: A and B – Typical appearance of LCB in LB,  C- histological result: dense lymphocytic infiltrates in dermis with a 

presence of histiocytes.  Lymphocytes don’t show any atypia. Immunehistochemical analysis shows diffusive presence of CD 20 

and variable presence of CD 3 of small lymphocytes, and CD 30 cells are negative. 

 

 

In differential diagnosis it is sometimes difficult to 

distinguish it from persistent stitch reaction of arthropod, 

nodular scabies, sarcoidosis, borderline tuberculosis, 

Hansen’s disease, granuloma annulare, primary cutaneous 

B-cell lymphoma, especially in non-endemic areas of LB.  

Among dermatological manifestations which are related 

to hp infections we can also find chronic idiopathic 

urticaria (HIU), or chronic urticaria (HU) in 5 ptients. It 

represents dermal inflammation which is defined by 

appearance of urtricas on skin, almost daily, during 6 

weeks at least. It appears with releasing histamine and 

resulting increase of permeability of small blood vessels 

walls and “leakage” of the content, which leads to the 

rash (urtica) on skin and dermal swelling (angioedema). 

Infections are on the first place in responsibility for HU 

occurrence. Among them, hp infection takes significant 

place, especially on predisposed persons (Photo 6). 

 

 

Photo 6: Chronic urticaria, as a result of hp infection and with different presentations. If it’s a case of co-infection where, 

besides hp and bb, r.conorii also takes part, differential diagnosis can be extremely difficult, because of similarity of the rash, 

and more frequent progress of harder changes (angioedema). 

 

 

Vasculitis – blood vessels walls inflammation. It’s a 

consequence of unrecognizing own endothelial cells of 

blood vessels by immune system, and damage of these 

cells looking like it’s about bacteria or viruses. Many 

viruses, rickets – groups of freckle fevers, typhus groups 

and other numerous infective agenses may cause these 

changes. Besides infections, some forms of malignancy, 
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certain immune system disorders and allergic reactions 

can also be a trigger to vasculitis appearance. Affinity of 

rickets agenses towards endothelial of blood vessels, has 

qualified vasculitis as their basic clinical manifestation, 

whether it’s about self-contained or co-infectious 

participation with bb and/or other agenses. In our country 

(Mediterranean area), ricketsial agenses (freckle fevers 

groups- r.conorii and typhus groups- r.typhi) are the most 

frequent participants in co-infectious forms of LB, and 

vasculitis changes are categorized as most frequent 

manifestations, registered on 103 of our patients.  (Photo 

7). Involvement of hp into co-infections in our series can 

develop additional differentially-diagnostic problems on 

32%. 

 

 
 

Photo 7: Vasculitis modifications as a consequence of affinity of rickety agenses towards blood vessels endothelial, whether it 

is about self-contained diseases or co-infections. Participation of Hp in co-infections can create differential diagnostic 

problems in clinical recognition of exanthema.  

 

 

Acrodermatitis  Chronica Atrophicans (ACA) in 3 our 

cases, present dermal manifestation of LB’s late stage. It 

occurs 2 months - 2 years after the beginning of the 

disease.   On 77% of the patients it envelops to acral parts 

of extremities, but also can occur on other places – on 

abdominal skin, knees, in case of scleroderma. It can also 

span the muscles. It represents the influence factor onto 

diabetes mellitus development. In these cases, bb has 

been proven as concomitant infection (Photo 9) 

 

 
                  A                                                        B                                                 C                                    D 

Photo 9: Acrodermatitis Chronica Atrophicans usually precedes chronic atrophic modifications occurrence. It signifies 

persistent inflammatory reaction of the skin, in late stage of LB (A,B,C,D). 

 

 

Diagnostic difficulties of ACA refer to two stage. In 

inflammatory stage, this change is sometimes hard to 

differentiate from vascular diseases (erysipelas or bursitis 

/ arthritis ). In atrophic stage there are difficulties to differ 

it from lichen sclerosus et atropicus (LSA), morphea, or 

other chronic dermatosis.  The evident thing is the 

initiation of difficult patients with dermal B-cell 

lymphoma with ACA. Sclerotic dermal lesions belong to 

late stage of LB. They usually have heterogeneous origin. 

High affinity of bb towards collagen and connective 

tissue could be a reason for pathological modifications in 
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sclerotic dermal lesions.  (Photo 10) 

 

 
 

Photo 10: Sclerotic modifications on skin during LB are the result of primary affinity bb towards collagen and connective 

tissue in general. They occur in late stage of LB, mostly in those areas where b.afzelii is endemic, among untreated patients 

and patients with co-infection. In chronic dermal lesion Hp was positive on 57% of patients. 

 

 

Sclerotic modifications, like Morphea, Lichen 

Sclerosus et Atrophicus (LSA), represent chronic 

inflammatory mucocutaneous disorders, with sclerotic 

and atrophic lesions of the skin and subcutaneous tissue. 

The reason for their appearance is collagen subsidence. 

The manifestations are different, from small dermal 

plaque to widespread diseases that cause functional and 

cosmetic deformations.  

Association of morphea with LB is initially described in 

Europe. In Japan and USA, b.afzelii had been identified 

in ACA at first, and then in morphea too. It is also 

noticed that sclerotic modifications, which look like 

morphea, lichen sclerosus et atrophicans (LSA), often 

appear among older women in anogenital region – 85-

98% of cases, and they also appear in extragenital 

regions. They coexist with ACA and show clinical 

histological similarity (Photo 12). 

 

 
                              A                                                        B                                                            C 

Photo 12: Sclerotic modifications on skin and subcutaneous tissue are the results of collagen over-subsidence. They were 

found in ACA, morphae, LSA. They often appear among elder women, in anogenital region – A , but also in other areas – B 

and C. They often coexist with ACA and show clinical and histological similarities. 

 

 

Serological results of bb in these dermal 

manifestations are contradictory. In some reports, 

antibodies on bb are detected among 50% of patients with 

LSA, while bb DNA was detected in 33% of cases with 

morphae, and on 50% of patients with LSA. Borrelia is 
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visualized histological with polyclonal antibodies on 

around 69% morphae cases, and 63% cases on patients 

with LSA. Doubts about connection of bb infection with 

non-Hodkins lymphoma development (NHL), apropos 

primary dermal lymphoma of B-cells (PCBCL), had 

appeared prior to spirochete identification in 1982. But 

what was missing, were the evidences about connection 

of bb with PCBCL in studies outside Europe.  When 

variations of clinical manifestations of LB with different 

forms of borrelia were considered, and whose geographic 

distributions differ, it became clear that infections with 

b.afzelii (which often aims skin) and b.garinii as causer of 

NHL development, dominate in Europe. The results are 

corroborated with serological evidences and 

demonstration of bb DNA in proportion of lymphatic 

dermal damages.  Regression of the lymphoma after 

treating LB was recorded.  

Regarding hp, there are uncontested evidences about its 

involvement in MAALT lymphoma appearance, within 

chronic antigen simulation in digestive tract. Later was 

discovered that numerous infective agenses are also 

connected to MAALT lymphoma development outside 

digestive tract, including bb in the skin (6), Chlamydia 

psitacci in respiratory system, and is also proven their co-

infectious influence with hp (Photo 11). 

 

   
                             A                                                      B                                                              C 

Photo 11: Primary dermal non-Hodkins lymphoma of large cells appears only on the skin as benign node or may 

be expanded around when it requires therapy. 

 

IV.  DISCUSSION 

Since its discovery, LB represented big diagnostic and 

therapeutic and prognostic problem (1-3, 54). According 

to wide spectrum of clinical manifestations that were 

ascribed to it, with unclosed list of possible new clinical 

manifestations, it was suspected that those manifestations 

could be caused by one infectious agens (14). Differences 

in results within certain manifestations of LB in Europe, 

USA, Asia had also aroused certain doubts, until 

epidemiological researches drew attention to the fact that 

differences in geographic distribution of different kinds 

of bb could be one of the reasons for differences in 

clinical presentation, course and prognosis of disease (14, 

55). In newer history of LB, many cognitions have 

expanded by intensive scientific research work, but they 

are still insufficient to explain numerous unknowns 

related to this disease.  Since 2000 Burrascano has 

asserted the possibility of co-infectious involvement of 

numerous infective agenses of zoonotic  and non-

zoonotic series into co-infections with bb (56), which 

could explain extremely complex immunopathogenetical 

mechanisms of infections, wide spectrum of clinical 

manifestations, chronic course of LB, ability to cause 

immunological, autoimmune, malignant diseases (56-59). 

It is categorized as dangerous infectious agenses that 

destroy immune system (57, 60). 

Although it isn’t entirely known, bb has different 

strategies to avoid immunological system of the host and 

to maintain the infections (61- 65). These strategies may 

include antigenic variations of superficial spirochete 

membrane, attaching to complementary proteins, 

intracellular persistence, etc. At the beginning of 

examination of the patients with acute LB and present 

EM, high level of Th1 cytokine , interferon-gama (IFN-

gama) were present, and after that levels of Th2 cytokine 
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interleukin-4 (IL-4) have also increased. Vice versa, 

patients with chronic LB infection, manifested as EM, 

ACA, had permanent high levels of IFN-gama (62), but 

without IL-4 level increase (36). The examination of 

patients with ACA confirmed presence of cytokine in 

EM, but what has also been detected are high levels of 

IL-4 (62) and very small or non expression IFN-gama 

among these patients. According to these results, the 

conclusion was that expression of IFN-gama is 

significantly important for control and solving bb 

infection. This result is relevant to Borrelia-lymphoma 

occurrence, as it is immunological response which 

dominates Th1 at the beginning of an infection, related to 

increased risk from other chronic inflammatory diseases 

which are connected to the risk of NHL occurrence. Also 

a dominant Th1 is spotted in immunological response on 

Hp-positive gastric MALT lymphoma (62).  

Interest in Helicobacter pylori initiated studies that tried 

to connect this infective agens also with extragastric 

diseases and malignant tumors. Knowing 

immunopathogenetic potentials of hp and its evolutional 

adaptability first of all indicates its immunological 

potency. WHO has already categorized it in category of 

first order cancerous causers, primarily in digestive tract, 

but according to the results of certain serious 

examinations, numerous parameters also indicate the 

possibility of its action outside digestive tract. Every 

beginning is difficult, so is demystification of hp, but 

possibilities of modern medical science, based on 

practical experiences, represent precious help. In regard 

to co-infectious participation of bb and hp, it was proven 

that these two agenses have the ability to establish 

biofilm in vivo (63, 64) on which bases is set up the 

hypothesis that, by forming of biofilm they can be 

included in progress of numerous disorders and dermal 

modifications. Evidences showing that bb and hp have 

tendency for co-localization in focuses of epithelium 

tissues, so mixed (co-infections) bb and hp biofilms that 

contain beta amyloid and phosphorylated tau, may have a 

significant role in evolution of dermal 

manifestations.(Photo 12) 

 

 
                                           A                                                                                             B 

Photo 12: bb and Hp culture from the skin sample of Morgellons (MD) in modified Hp medium:            A-  Darkfield 

microscopyshows larger Borrelia spirochete, surrounded by smaller microorganisms.      B-  By crystal purple coloring, gram-

negative microorganisms in comma shape, consistent with hp, are shown 

 

 

Additional examinations with confocal microscopy 

discovered that distribution of bb and hp within common 

biofilm structures is specific for species. Hp cells are 

localized on the surface of bb cells, and bb cells are 

mainly on the inside. Specific distribution suggests that 

these bacteria may have specific synergistic functional 

roles. There were mixed biofilms and synergetic 

operation were also reported for other mixed bacterial 

infections. It was shown that they have high level of 

antibiotics resistance (64). 
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Photo 13: Confocal microscopy of MD skin parts. A- coloring only for bb (green); B- coloring only for Hp (red); C- coloring 

both for bb and Hp. Hp localization is registered mostly external, and bb localizationmostly on the inside. This photo was taken 

on 200x enlargement. 

 

 

Mechanisms for establishment and maintain of co-

infections still haven’t been known enough. Regardless it 

is about epidemiologically conditioned (with numerous 

agenses from TAZ complex) or immunologically 

conditioned co-infections (mikoplasmas, EBV, etc) inside 

the infected organism. Results of co-infectious 

participation of bb and trichinellae spiralis, as well as bb 

with leishmania parasite, represented a puzzle for a long 

time, even besides laboratory results that confirmed their 

participation in diagnostic titre on heavy diseased from 

LB (14). 

In study which we implemented during 1999-2002 in 

Clinic for Infectious diseases in Podgorica, we considered 

these results as rare “unusual co-infections”, which we 

couldn’t explain. We considered and accepted the 

possibility they occurred by reactivation of these agenses 

inside the organism under the influence of bb. It was later 

proven that many infective agenses of zoonotic order are 

able to exchange their functions with bb in natural hosts, 

vectors, during the infection (14) (rickettsial agents, 

bartonella henselae, and many others). It is further proven 

that bb may carry trihinele spiralis, and establishment of 

co-infective relations is already possible in common 

natural hosts for both of these agenses (wild boars, 

rodents). It has recently been proven that bb may carry 

leishmania parasite and in that manner it can provide co-

infectious participation of this agens in infected 

organism. However, we have to consider possibilities of 

leishmaniae to establish latency in organism, after the 

infection.  After bb arrives in infected organism, the 

reactivation and cooperation between these 

microorganisms can be accomplished inside the organism 

itself. According to our experiences, these co-infections 

usually affect CNS, which isn’t able to defend against 

“modified immune response of the host”. Co-infections 

that are based on immunological bases are the 

consequence of immunopathogenetic reactivation of 

numerous infective agenses, among which special places 

are occupied for herpes viruses and other infective 

agenses, contributing to a wide spectrum of clinical 

manifestations, co-infective forms of LB.  In 

Czechoslovakia, via electronic microscope it was possible 

to visualize co-infectious participation of EBV and bb 

(14), which was known for a long time based on 

serological results; and the results were interpreted as 

false positive, according to immunological crossing. It is 

later affirmed that the first cells of immunological 

defense- phagocyte cells, are the spots where certain 

matters of immunogenic line between bb and EBV are 

met and exchanged. It is known that EBV stays in 

macrophages for a long time. By phagocytosis of bb, the 

possibility to establish co-infection with EBV is a reality 

and the problem for  clinical manifestation of co-

infections through chronic course, malignant diseases, 

and regarding  therapy, increasing resistance. It is known 

for a long time that cutaneous  pseudolymphoma is one of 

LB manifestations. It occurs due to motion of the 

spirochetes from skin surface into dermis. However, 

newer researches connect marginal-zone lymphoma 

(MZL) with Lyme disease. Spirochetes are evidenced 

inside malignant cells in MZL. Pathogenesis of this 

phenomenon doesn’t have certain explanations for now. 

However, with analysis of some cutaneous modifications 

that are frequent manifestations of LB, some interesting 

results are reached. It was found out that EM contained 

increased concentration Il-4 in its structure, which 

indicated activation Th-2, the response which is proved to 
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be necessary for the disease not to transfer into 

chronicity. Unlike it, moderately high values of IFN-

gama are evidenced with analysis of ACA, which 

indicates persistence of Th-1 response (62). Deficit of 

cellular immune response which conditions lower 

concentration of IFN-gama, doesn’t lead to activation of 

humoral  immune response and that brings to long-lasting 

maintain of lower levels of IFN-gama, namely to chronic 

immunological stimulation, which leads to 

lymphoproliferation and appearance of MZL. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

Interest in Hp and its participation in extragastrointestinal 

diseases,  started when its immunogenic potentials and 

possibility of participation in coinfections with other 

infective agenses were perceived. Attempts to incriminate 

it as a cause of numerous and unexplainable extragastric 

disorders, can’t be unreservedly accepted, but no 

beginning is easy. We categorized our discoveries about 

co-infections bb with parasites Trichinella spiralis and 

Leishmania infantum, in lack of evidences, into “strange 

co-infections” according to hypothesis they can reactivate 

in infected organism under the influence of bb.  The exact 

evidences about their co-infectious influence have been 

introduced later. In this study, we proved presence of bb 

and hp among some patients, but without possibility of 

exact evidences that they are in co-infectious cooperation. 

Among examined patients, we didn’t have any evidences 

new manifestations of dermal modifications, or more 

difficult than usual clinical results. Chronic evolution of 

dermal changes was registered among small number of 

our patients who haven’t been treated. What could be 

perceived, theoretically, partly and practically, was the 

fact that these two different microorganisms have 

numerous immunological and other very similar 

characteristics, so we can’t repel their potentially co-

infectious action in and out of digestive tract. There are 

exact evidences that they were found in dermal changes 

of so-called Morgellon’s disease, and with a help of 

confocal microscopy their togetherness has also been 

proved. 
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